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Eradicating Child Labour in Andhra Pradesh – NGO Education
Intervention Programs for Child Labourers
Overview
Villages that are active in small scale mining are often marginalised from
mainstream Indian society, and poor, struggling families feel that
providing their kids with an education doesn’t help get food on their
table, so instead they send them off to work from an early age. Often
local leaders have neither the inclination nor the resources to build new
schools, and literacy rates drop as the community sinks deeper into
poverty. This paper focuses on the work of one NGO, M. Venkatarangaiya
Foundation (MVF), to change the deep-seated value systems of the local
and wider community, that child labour is a cruel form of exploitation
depriving youth of their childhoods and the opportunity at a bright
future. MVF has launched a number of initiatives to try and convince
these poor, marginalised families, and Indian society as a whole, that
getting children out of the workplace and into schools is the best way to
for millions of Indians to climb out of poverty.
Background
This paper focuses specifically on the work done by the M. Venkatarangaiya Foundation
(MVF), a local Non-governmental Organisation (NGO) active in the Indian state of Andhra
Pradesh. Founded in 1981, MVF began operating as a non-profit charity organisation in
1991. Through its intervention programs, MVF has the double-barrelled goal of eliminating child labour and also giving children universal access to primary school education,
within its operational areas.
This case study explores the kind of strategies MVF has
adopted for getting children out of the workplace and back
into schools, an endeavour based on one of the key Millennium Development Goals set out by the United Nations in
September 2000 – to achieve universal primary education1.
Any successful action plan incorporates well-designed interventions initiatives and an effective implementation process.
This study attempts to assess the success of MVF’s intervention programs, and look at the possibility of using the MVF
scenario as a model for similar cases across India and in other
developing countries.
A stone quarry worker in
Tandur
1

To get an idea on how successful recent local education improvement intervention programs have been, a series of in-

In September 2000, at the United Nations Millennium Summit, world leaders agreed to a series of timebound and measurable goals and targets for combating poverty, hunger, disease, illiteracy, environmental
degradation and discrimination against women. Collectively, these goals were called the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Sourced from http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/background.html.

Summary of Issues
• According to the New
Delhi-based, National
Sample Survey Organisation, India has the largest
number of child labourers in the world (Chopra,
2006);
• Despite government
claims that they have
launched a massive campaign to eradicate child
labour and provide universal elementary education to all of India’s children, statistics reveal
that the number of child
labourers is actually increasing, largely fuelled
by the insatiable global
demand for cheap primary resources and products;
• In the late 1990s, MVF
started campaigning for
children’s rights in the
district of Rangareddi, in
the state of Andhra
Pradesh, launching a
series of intervention
programs to get kids out
of the workplace and into
school; and,
• By working with the community and other stakeholders, MVF have had
great success convincing
families to cast aside generations old belief systems,
and enrol their children in
education programs.
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Continued from page 1 - Background
terviews were held with children who had previously
worked in the stone quarries. The children’s personal stories are included towards the end of this paper.
The MVF’s core strategy in its attempt to get working kids
back into school has been to work with local leaders, volunteers and villagers to convince parents that in the long
term it was much more beneficial for their children to get
an education than to be sent off to work.
The area in which the study takes place in the district of
Rangareddi, in the far western part of Andhra Pradesh, a
state located on India’s east coast. MVF is active in 18
mandals2 in Rangareddi.
Focusing on the village of Karankote, in the mandal of
Tandur, about 100 km west of Hyderabad, the capital of
Andhra Pradesh, this study highlights the issues small-scale
mining communities have to face on a daily basis. For generations, the villagers of Karankote have had to deal with
the environmental pollution resulting from extensive quarrying operations.

Along with unpredictable rainfall, this environmental pollution has helped trigger a series of successive crop failures. With no alternative livelihoods, many farmers from
small and marginal holdings have been forced to find work
in local mines and stone quarries.
Before there’s any chance of eradicating the extreme poverty and hunger that ravages the small-scale mining communities of Rangareddi, MVF representatives and local
leaders agreed that the twin problems of child labour and
lack of access to mainstream education for poor children
had to be tackled.

1996 MVF Survey Identifies Child Labourers in Rangareddi’s Quarries
From 1996-97, the MV Foundation had identified 102 children, an equal number of both boys and girls, aged from
six to fourteen who were working in stone quarries in Rangareddi. In most cases these children accompanied their
parents to the work site.

2
Mandals are the third-level administrative areas of Andhra Pradesh, India, and is the division that comes after states and districts. In other Indian
states this administrative tier is known as Tehsil. These divisions are also known as sub-districts.

Rangareddi’s Socioeconomic Situation and Demographics
Most Rangareddi’s rural population lives below the poverty
line, working in India’s informal labour sector as landless labourers and in family-run businesses.

Andhra
Pradesh

During the slow seasons, farmers and mineworkers often migrate to Mumbai in search of work. Impoverished and poorly
educated families struggle to make a living, and often supplement their meagre salaries by sending their children off to work
in farms, quarries and mines. This situation isn’t unique to
rural areas, and in urban areas it’s common for children to be
employed in hotels, business centres, construction sites, factories and in cottage industries, and to work on the street as
hawkers, shoe shine boys and rag pickers (Rangareddy Website,
2008).
Note: The World Bank's definition of the poverty line for developing countries like India is US$ 1/day/person or US
$365 per year. According to this definition more than 75%
of all Indians would probably fall below the poverty line.
The Government of India defines the poverty line more
realistically at IRS 296 per month for urban areas and 276
per month for rural areas. Based on this definition, those
who earn less than IRS 10 per day fall below the poverty
line. The GOI calculates that this salary, which comes to
an astonishingly low USD75 a year, can buy the food
equivalent of 2200 calories per day which is just enough
to survive (Wakeupcall Website, 2008).

The state of Andhra Pradesh is situated on
the east coast of India on the Bay of Bengal.
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Located in the centre of the Deccan Plateau
of the Indian sub-continent, Rangareddi is
bounded on the north by Medak district, the
east by Nalgonda district, the south by Mahaboob Nagar district and the west by Gulbarga district of Karnataka state. It covers
an area of 7, 662.71 sq.kms.

of quartz, feldspar and limestone.

Comprising mostly of plains, the district is
crisscrossed with rivers, seasonal rivulets
and small streams. The Ananthagiri Hill
Range straddles the district from Mahaboobnagar district in the south to the Rangareddi
sub-district of Dharur in the north.

This means that in one decade, over one
million people migrated into the district – a
population increase of about 40%
(Rangareddy Website, 2008).

The main river in the district is the Moosi
which has its source in the Ananthagiri Hills.
It flows from west to east, passing Hyderabad city and flowing towards the Nalagonda
district, and joining the Krishna River at
Wadepally. Another river called the Kagna
has its headwater at Vikarabad mandal,
draining into the Vikarkabad and Tandur
basins. The area has considerable deposits

Composed of 33 mandals, 705 Gram Panchayats3 and 903 villages, Rangareddi’s population has been rising steadily over the last
decade, from 2,551,966 in 1991 to 3,575,064
in 2001.

“...more than half
of children aged
from 5-14 don’t
attend school, and
most of these are
girls.”

There is a close correlation between the percentage of Rangareddi’s population working
as farm labourers, at roughly 54%, and the
high illiteracy rates, at 50% for males and
70% females. These low literacy rates reflect
the lack of education common among agricultural workers. The figures are supported by
the fact that more than half of children aged
from 5-14 don’t attend school, and most of
these are girls.

3

Gram Panchayats are local government bodies at the village level in India. As of 2002 there were 265,000 Gram
Panchayats in India. The Gram Panchayat is the foundation of the Panchayat System. A Gram Panchayat can be
set up in villages with a population of more than five hundred. Usually, there is a common Gram Panchayat for
two or more villages if the population of these villages is less than five hundred. It is called Group-Gram Panchayat.

Rangareddi Facts
Rangareddi district (also
known as Ranga Reddy) is a
district in the state of Andhra Pradesh, India. The
district has an area of
7,493 km², and a population of 3,575,064 of which
54.20% is urban according
to the 2001 Indian Census.

Rangareddi
district

Regionally, the main languages/dialects spoken are
Telugu, Urdu, Hindi and
Marathi.

The district of Rangareddi is located in the west of the state
of Andhra Pradesh.
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Andhra Pradesh – India’s Second Biggest Mineral Deposits
Andhra Pradesh is a mineral rich state, ranking second in
India in terms of mineral wealth, and holding about one
third of the country's total limestone reserves (AP Government Website, 2008). These days, commercial grade limestone deposits are being exploiting across the state in the
villages of Bethamcherla, Macharla, Neereducherla, Tandur
and Mudimanikyam, and, the districts of Kurnool, Guntur,
Anantapur Rangareddi, and Nalgonda It is estimated that
India’s limestone reserve totals about 93,623 million tons,
of which about 32%, or 30,424 million tons, is found in the
state of Andhra Pradesh.
This limestone is commonly used to manufacture cement
and building stones, but its most widespread use is in flooring and roofing (AP Government Website, 2008).
In Rangareddi, the richest mineral deposits are quartz and
felspar. The most abundant mineral, quartz, is extensively
exploited in the mandals of Medchal, Maheshwaram, Rajendranagar and Pargi, and in the Hyderabad suburb of Malka-

jgiri. Likewise, the second most common mineral, Felspar,
is also found in Medchal, Maheshwaram, Rajendranagar and
Malkajgiri, not to mention the mandal of Hayathnagar.
The non-plastic clay known as fuller’s earth, which is used
to decolourise, filter and purify animal, mineral and vegetable oils and greases, can be found in the mandals of Chevella, Vikarabad and Tandur.
Meanwhile, large limestone deposits have been extensively
exploited in Tandur and Marpally, where the quarried limestone is sold locally. When lime leaches from the soil, lime
nodules or kanker form on the soil’s surface, and this is
commonly found in the villages within the mandal of Ibrahimpatnam. This kanker can be turned into lime mortar
which is generally used in construction and building.
Different types of clay are also available in the Tandur region, and these are typically used in the ceramic Industry.

Description of Study Location
Named after the famous freedom fighter and Telanga
leader, Sri Ranga Reddy, the district was officially recognised in August, 1978. Rangareddi was formed by carving
out a part of Hyderabad city and merging it with the former
district of greater Hyderabad. Today, Rangareddi encircles
the truncated district of Hyderabad which includes Hyderabad city.
Forming the rural hinterlands of Hyderabad City, Rangareddi’s main role is to provide the bustling commercial
centre with raw materials for the city’s manufacturing
plants and farm produce to feed its large population.
With the twin cities of Hyderabad and Secunderabad as its
heart, Rangareddi is at the cross roads of India both geographically and historically, acting as the meeting ground
for the fusion of many civilisations, religions, races, cultures, languages and traditions.

The villages of Karankote and Tandur are located in Tandur mandal, about 100 km west of Hyderabad City.

Demographics of Study Site
This study focuses on the village of Karankote, in Tandur Mandal, which has a total population of
7,397 consisting of 3,818 males and 3,579 females. Of this population 1,254 are classified as
Scheduled Castes, or Dalits, and 78 as Scheduled Tribes, or Adivasis. The rest of Karankote’s population fall under the category of Other Backward Classes (OBC), comprising of other deprived
castes who have been traditionally marginalised by mainstream Indian society. Karankote’s households are very large, and each family usually has between seven to nine members.
Note: According to traditional Hindu belief the Dalits, sometimes called untouchables, or outcasts, are
people who fall outside the varnas system that defines a person's social status and have historically been
allowed to doing only the most menial jobs. Adivasis literally means "original inhabitants", and comprise
a substantial indigenous minority of the population of India. (Source: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/
south_asia/6050408.stm, http://www.censusindia.gov.in/Census_Data_2001/).
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MVF Interviews Locals to Assess Situation
To gain a real insight into the lives of the
local stone quarrying families, interviews
were held with both parents and children
employed in the quarries and polishing units
of Karankote and Tandur. The team responsible for this study also talked to village
organisers, stone quarry owners, quarry
supervisors, local elected representatives
and other labourers to get a clearer picture
on how successful MVF’s intervention programs had been in addressing the region’s
acute child labour problem.
The interviews revealed that between 6070% of surveyed households, irrespective of

caste and class, earned a living by working in
the stone quarries. Another major employer
in the area is the Cement Corporation of
India (CCI), which has a factory based in
Karankote.
Visitors to Tandur are often surprised by the
large heaps of stone chips piled up on the
roadside outside the stone polishing and cutting units. During our interviews, locals complained that there was no recycling facility to
deal with these stone chips, and that small
mountains often accumulated throughout the
village, polluting waterways during heavy
rains.

“Visitors to
Tandur are often
surprised by the
large heaps of
stone chips piled
up on the
roadside...”

Child Labourers Situation
Today Child Labourers
Worker Families

from

Migrant

Despite the introduction of a number of
relatively successful intervention programs,
this study revealed that children as young as
four years old are still working in the local
stone quarries. It’s interesting to note, however, that these child workers are, for the
most part, from poor migrant families who
moved from neighbouring states and districts in search of work.

are illegally employed in mines and stone
quarries across India, while 2 million are employed in hazardous occupations (Childright
Website, 2008, IndiaNet Website, 2008).
According to the government commissioned
2001 Indian Census, of India’s total child
population of 252 million, 12,591,667 are
classified as working children. Of the total
number of working children, roughly half are
concentrated in four states - Andhra Pradesh,
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra and Uttar
Pradesh.

Generally, these working migrant families
don’t settle down permanently, but work on
a contract basis, spending part of the year
in Rangareddi’s stone quarries and then
travelling home during the off-seasons. In
most cases, the entire family ends up doing
some kind of work in the stone quarries,
including young children.

The Indian government insists that they have
attempted to tackle the issue of child labour
head on with countless intervention initiatives, but this claim is contradicted by the
fact that the number of working children in
India has actually increased over the last
decade.

Number of Child Labourers Increases
across India

Government Interventions Do Little to Improve Situation

Even though the Indian government claims
that 15 million children participate in India’s labour force, international and Indian
human rights organisations argue that the
real figures are much higher, suggesting
that the numbers are somewhere between
60 and 115 million children (Indian Government Website, 2008; Anti-Slavery International, 1991, HRW Website, 2008). Of these,
an estimated 10 -15 million children are
bonded labourers and a few million children

Experts in the areas of social policy and child
labour law identify four key strategies essential to tackling the problem of child labour:

Loading stones at a local
quarry, Rangareddi district.

“... this study
revealed that
children as young
as four years old
are still working in
the local stone
quarries... these
child workers are,
for the most part,
from poor migrant
families ....”

• Controlling the rate of growth of population;

• Fixing child and adult wages in a manner
that neutralises the advantage of cheap
labour;

• Introducing compulsory schooling up to
the age of 14 years; and

For further information visit the Artisanal and Small-scale Mining in Asia-Pacific Portal on http://www.asmasiapacific.org
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• Adopting development strategies which
focus on labour absorption rather than
on GDP.
In an attempt to give all Indian children
aged from 6-14 a free and compulsory education, the Government of India has
launched a series of National Child Labour
Programs in 150 districts across India, which
focus on setting-up non-formal education
centres (NFECs) under the aegis of the Sarva
Shiksha Abhiyaan Initiative4. But despite
these efforts, child labour rates continue to
climb across the country – and this pattern
extends to the program-targeted districts
(Childlabour Website, 2008).
Greater outside forces are at play, making
the success of these education universalisation programs very unlikely. Growing domestic and global demand for cheap metals,
minerals and stones, like marble and granite, means that employers are increasingly
likely to recruit workers from these most
vulnerable, impoverished and marginalised
groups.
In other words, in an effort to minimise
production costs, employers will tap into
the unskilled labour market which is typically made up of the scheduled castes and
tribes, women and children.
The only way to reverse this trend, is for
the government and law enforcement agencies to take a much stronger stand against
businesses who employ under-age workers,
although this is unlikely since theoretically
these employers aren’t even breaking the
law.
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Constitutions Promise to Protect Children’s
Rights Rings Hollow
The Indian Constitution outlines the fundamental rights to all national citizens, and
these include three articles that relate specifically to children. Article 45 of Part IV
asserts that within ten years of the commencement of the constitution, the state
hopes to give a free and compulsory education to every child up to the age of 14
(UoMinnesota Website, 2008).
It interesting to note that while article 24,
which prohibits children from being employed
in potentially hazardous jobs, is recognised
as a fundamental right to be enforced immediately, article 45 has far less muscle, being
put into Part IV, Directive Principles of State
Policy (DPSP), and deferred for a period of
ten years. Article 39, states that “…children
and youth not be forced by economic necessity to enter vocations unsuited to their age
and strength. In other words, this article
protects children against economic exploitation, but it also falls under Part IV and, consequently, has little legal weight
(UoMinnesota Website, 2008).
In principle, these articles are supposed to
support the Bonded Labour System (Abolition)
Act (1976), which aims to eradicate forced
labour, and the Child Labour Act (1986) to
ensure the rights of children are protected.
The reality, however, is very different, and
these legal provisions do little to stop the
tide of child labour sweeping the country.

“Greater outside
forces are at play,
making the success
of these education
universalisation
programs very
unlikely...”

“The reality,
however, is very
different, and
these legal
provisions do little
to stop the tide of
child labour
sweeping the
country.”

4

The Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan Initiative, or the ‘Education for All’ program, is the Indian government’s flagship
‘universal education’ program with the goal of giving all children aged from 6-14 free and compulsory education
by 2010. Sourced from the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan website at http://ssa.nic.in/.

India’s Child Labour Epidemic Not Just Poverty-Related
Many social policy experts agree that although the root cause of India’s
child labour epidemic is undoubtedly poverty, there are many other factors
that contribute to its spread. Historically, families from the more marginalised castes feel that there’s little benefit in providing their children with
an education, as these children can help much more by working to supplement the household’s income.

Child labourers transporting loads of stones in a
quarry, Andhra Pradesh.

For this reason, NGOs and welfare providers have to actively encourage
parents from these marginalised castes to reconfigure their traditional
mind set, and concede that the only way of breaking out of the poverty
trap is by sending their kids to school.

For further information visit the Artisanal and Small-scale Mining in Asia-Pacific Portal on http://www.asmasiapacific.org

MVF Launches Campaign
MVF are very conscious of this deep-seated
belief, and have set about trying to break
this stigma by launching public awareness
campaigns promoting the benefits of putting
children under the age of 14 into school.
These initiatives are firmly grounded in an
approach that incorporates the idea of consensus building and negotiating change
through peaceful means. In an effort to
reach its goals, the MVF has developed a
set of non-negotiable principles called the
Charter of Basic Principles for Emancipation
of Child Labour, which states:

• All children must attend full time formal
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MVF feels that the arguments justifying the
existence of child labour are deeply flawed,
counteract the children’s development and
are inherently discriminatory against the
nation’s youth. Many quarters of Indian society justify child labour by claiming that:

• the poorest communities rely on it to
survive as the children’s income supplements the household;

• education is a low priority for many parents;

• teachers lack training and schools are
substandard;

day schools. Night schools or Non-Formal
Education Centres (NFECs) are not acceptable.

• education doesn’t help the children find

• Every non–school going child is classified

• educated children miss out on on-the-job

as a child labourer, irrespective of
whether the child is engaged in paid or
unpaid work, is working for their family
or for an outside employer, or is paid on
a daily or contract basis.

• The MVF believes that all child labour
should be defined as hazardous, as, invariably, it has an adverse affect on the
child’s growth and development, both
physically and mentally.

• All forms of child labour must be eradicated immediately. Any law regulating
child work is unacceptable.

• Any group or individual that condones,
promotes or justifies the existence of
child labour must be condemned in the
strongest terms.

jobs; and,
training, and developing the necessary
skills that can really help in the longterm.

In an effort to
reach its goals,
the MVF has
developed a set of
non-negotiable
principles called
the Charter of
Basic Principles
for Emancipation
of Child Labour...

Although the MVF stresses that these principles are non-negotiable, they make it clear
that they are very flexible and open to outside input when designing their action plans.
They are very aware that if their interventions are to be effective, it’s essential that
all the key players, including local leaders,
stone quarry workers and operators, children,
elected representatives and the wider community, are involved and consulted through
all stages, from development through to implementation.

MVF Strategies to Fight Child Labour
In an effort to reach its goals, MVF has designed an organisational culture and working
environment based on a distinctive philosophy that facilitates programs that are culturally-sensitive and question and challenge
existing policies. MVF’s strategies are based
on these themes:

• Consensus-building
• Challenging assumptions
• Demand-driven interventions
• Community ownership
• Strengthening existing structures and
institutions

• Adopting an inclusive approach

• Decentralising management
• Facilitating change
Consensus-Building
MVF’s core principles are based on a set of
universally accepted norms for the treatment
of children defined by UNICEF’s (United Nations Children’s Fund) Convention on the
Rights of the Child which advocates for the
protection of all children’s rights, regardless
of race, colour, gender, language, religion,
opinions, origins, wealth, birth status or ability (UNICEF Website, 2008). With intervention
programs that actively engage all the stakeholders by encouraging open discussion at the

“... MVF uses
consensus building
to promote the
universally
accepted societal
principles outlined
in its charter.”
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local village level, MVF uses consensus
building to promote the universally accepted societal principles outlined in its
charter.

locals who had already benefited from the
Foundation’s intervention programs chatted
with other locals about how important it was
to get kids back into school.

Although it was an uphill battle, over time
MVF’s intervention program started showing
signs of success, as the community’s attitudes began to shift. Parents started to talk
openly about the benefits of sending their
kids to school, and this formed a sturdy
platform for MVF to further promote its
programs. By adopting an inclusive and
flexible approach, MVF has won over a lot of
sceptics in the community so now all the
key players can channel their energy into
finding a solution to the problem of child
labour. MVF encourages open forums where
community members can discuss and debate
the most important issues, and develop the
best approaches to dealing with the various
problems.

These counselling sessions seemed to be
quite effective, as locals were much more
likely to listen to their neighbours than a
bunch of outsiders, especially since all members of the community, including children,
parents, employers, teachers, and local government officials, were involved in the decision-making process.

Challenging Assumptions
In their attempt to develop viable solutions,
MVF have had to deal with deeply entrenched cultural values that have worked
against them achieving their goals. Indian
society has a long history of discriminating
against the scheduled castes and tribes, and
other ‘backward’ castes, where most of the
child labourers originate. Also, feudalism,
patriarchy and nepotism are deeply woven
into the country’s cultural fabric, making it
even harder to challenge belief systems that
have existed for centuries.
While MVF is aware that Indian society as a
whole has to challenge its assumptions, and
look at the problem of child labour in a
more open-minded and tolerant way, the
local community has to challenge some of
its own assumptions as well. For far too
long, Karankote and Tandur’s villagers have
accepted the deplorable state of local
schools, which are rundown and poorly
equipped, with few or no teaching resources. Similarly, locals rarely complained
about incompetent teachers who often had
no training at all.
Even though MVF had no quick solutions,
they realised that they had to get all the
main stakeholders involved in the intervention programs, and force them to think in a
different way.
To help facilitate this change, MVF set up
peer-to-peer counselling sessions where

Demand Driven Interventions
Despite MVF’s best intentions, however, the
real impetus for change has to come from the
grassroots, and the community has to believe
in themselves that change is needed. Local
parents have to stand up and demand for
better schools and trained teachers, ensuring
a brighter future for their children. Once
these demands are articulated, managers of
the regional labour market and education
system need to respond by developing strategies that provide the kids with the opportunities and a suitable environment to facilitate
the necessary change.
MVF has helped this process by acting as a
pressure group, lobbying the government and
corporate world to ensure better access to
education, and a school environment that
sensitively deals with former child workers
who are experiencing school for the first
time. In an effort to make this transition as
smooth as possible, government educational
bodies joined forces with local leaders and
community members to ensure that the
school had the right resources and teachers
were trained to handle these new students.
Promoting Community Ownership
An effective strategy employed by the MVF to
promote its intervention program, was to
instil in the community a sense of ownership,
giving them a major stake in the program’s
success. This notion of shared responsibility
energised community members to participate
in all stages of the program, from the development stages, to mobilisation where they
helped with collaborative problem-solving,
stimulating demand and ensuring sustained
support.
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“...MVF set up
peer-to-peer
counselling
sessions where
locals who had
already benefited
from the
Foundation’s
intervention
programs chatted
with other locals
about how
important it was
to get kids back
into school.”

“...however, the
real impetus for
change has to
come from the
grassroots, and
the community has
to believe in
themselves that
change is needed.”

The community enthusiastically took on the
challenge, channelling their energy into
mainstreaming children into schools and
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striving towards creating child labour-free
villages. During interviews, villagers explained passionately about the community’s
change of attitude, and how the MVF initiatives had made them believe for the first
time that by working together they could
wipe out child labour in their village.
Strengthening Existing Infrastructure and
Institutions
Even though MVF was well aware that the
infrastructure and institutions dealing with
the problem of child labour were often under-resourced and substandard, they felt
that reinventing the wheel by setting up
parallel institutions and duplicating governmental efforts was counterproductive. Instead, MVF decided that their energy was
better spent helping to strengthen existing
structures and partnering with institutions
so they could address the problem of child
labour more effectively. The local community played a central role, acting as a
watchdog, and constantly monitoring the
service providers to ensure sound educational standards were maintained.
As the program gained ground, the community began to understand how important
their role was to the program’s success.
Locals could actually see undeniable evidence of the fruits of their labour, and they
were filled with a sense of self-worth and
pride. This fresh confidence galvanised the
community, and they took a much more
proactive stance, pushing the state government to provide universal education for
their children, and making a raft of other
demands.
Adopting an Inclusive Approach
As mentioned in the section on Challenging
Assumptions, Indian society is divided along
the lines of religion, socioeconomic status
and caste, and many vested interests are
keen to see that these fractures remain. By
maintaining the status quo, these groups
can continue to exploit the marginalised
and voiceless millions, paying them meagre
salaries to do backbreaking jobs that require no formal education. These vested
interests are scared that if these deprived
communities become educated, they’ll no
longer be able to tap into this cheap and
vast unskilled labour market. For this reason, the MVF and the communities of
Karankote and Tandur have had to fight
hard against these vested interests to make
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any sort of headway with their education
initiatives.
MVF and local leaders realised early on that
if the program was to be a success, it would
have to be inclusive, involving all the major
stakeholders. By adopting this strategy, they
stood a better chance of neutralising forces
that might try to derail the initiative.
Community members worked together with
local political parties, MVF representatives
and village leaders to design a suitable action
plan to get working children back into school.
These strategies highlighted key objectives
such as increasing school enrolment; improving school facilities; monitoring teachers to
make sure they turned up to class; and, providing other support services.
Community members also united forces to
see how they could help to accelerate the
MVF-led education initiatives. They also discussed the best way to implement locally
relevant strategies which were sustainable
over the long term. They decided to prioritise their objectives, tackling the most urgent issues first.
One area that got special attention was ensuring both school-going and formerly nonschool-going girls stayed in school – Indian
society traditionally places more emphasis on
boys getting an education, while girls often
end up at home doing domestic chores. There
are many reasons for this, but one of the
main ones is that parents are afraid that an
educated girl will be harder to marry off, and
will attract a better educated and wealthier
family that demands a much bigger dowry.
The approach adopted by MVF and the communities of Tandur and Karankote differs
from several other intervention programs in
the past. Unlike other initiatives, where
there was no attempt to include all the
stakeholders, MVF made sure that everyone
participated in the intervention, from the
earliest stages right through to implementation. MVF also encouraged all parts of the
community to join forces, and collaborate
equally to identify what the core issues were
and how to address them.

“An effective
strategy employed
by the MVF to
promote its
intervention
program, was to
instil in the
community a sense
of ownership,
giving them a
major stake in the
program’s
success.”

“Indian society is
divided along the
lines of religion,
socioeconomic
status and caste,
and many vested
interests are keen
to see that these
fractures remain.”

Decentralising Management
One of the key features of the MVF’s intervention was to make sure the real decisions
were made by the community members
themselves, and the NGO made a conscious

For further information visit the Artisanal and Small-scale Mining in Asia-Pacific Portal on http://www.asmasiapacific.org
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effort to decentralise the management
process to the local, grassroots level. As
MVF won over local villagers, showing them
the intervention’s value, they were able to
shift the responsibility of decision-making
onto their shoulders. Fortunately, this became easier as MVF attracted more and
more support from across the region, pulling
in 8,000 youth volunteers, 1,600 education
activists, 1,500 government school teachers,
500 women’s groups, several local and state
government officials, and representatives
from school education committees.
These support groups were all brought together over one issue: to get working kids
back into school.
As well as the enormous community support, a number of field offices have been
set up at the village, the panchayat, the
Mandal (sub-district) and the district levels.
These field offices are usually run by community leaders, working at the grassroots
level, who are in charge of developing and
managing the program’s implementation.
Although these offices operate with a large

degree of autonomy, they continuously update the parent institutions with evaluations
based on regular debriefing sessions.
In these meetings key players openly discuss
all aspects of the intervention program including operational problems. By reviewing
the operations regularly and maintaining an
open channel of communication between all
program participants, managers can quickly
respond to any glitches that might arise.
Facilitating Change
It’s important to note that MVF‘s central role
isn’t to act as a service delivery provider, but
rather as a catalyst and facilitator for programs that advocate the protection of children’s rights. Although MVF isn’t a service
provider as such, it does provide support,
advice and training to existing service delivery institutions.

“... MVF‘s central
role isn’t to act as
a service delivery
provider, but
rather as a catalyst
and facilitator for
programs that
advocate the
protection of
children’s rights.”

As well as providing support and training,
MVF raises public awareness about the plight
of the region’s child labourers, through a
series of advocacy campaigns.

The impressive entrance
to Karankote village.

MVF Intervention Programs
During the program’s development phase, as
MVF representatives sat down with stakeholders to work out how to ensure that
working kids enjoyed a smooth transition
into schools, a number of issues came up.
These issues included factors like the child’s
social background, age, and mental and
physical health. Taking these factors into
consideration during the development and
implementation phases, the program managers had to develop flexible strategies that
displayed both cultural and socioeconomic
sensitivity.
After workshopping a number of ideas the
managers sketched out a set of comprehensive and interlinked activities to ensure a
successful transition. These were:

• Promoting Community Mobilisation and
Participation

• Setting-up Residential Camps
• Setting-up Motivation Centres

• Forming Local Pressure Groups like the
Youth Forum Against Child Labour

• Providing Long-term Support after Residential Camps
Promoting Community
Participation

Mobilisation

and

MVF set out to identify a core group of grassroots leaders including local youth, school
teachers, the sarpanch5 and volunteers who
could help to develop and manage the intervention programs. This group would be
trained by MVF and partner organisations to
micromanage specific intervention programs,
and help MVF raise public awareness on the
plight of the region’s child workers and the
campaign to get them back into school. MVF
asked former child workers who had already
participated in the education program to
champion the cause, and persuade current
child workers and their parents that learning
to read and write were the best way of ensur-

“...the best way to
capture the locals
imagination, was to
create a series of
informative and
entertaining
initiatives – these
included street
theatre
performances,
pada yatras, or
street
processions ...”

5

A sarpanch is a democratically elected head of a village level statutory institution of local self-Government
called the Gram (village) Panchayat in India. He, together with other elected Panches (members), makes up the
Gram Panchayat. The Sarpanch is the focal point of contact between government officers and the village community.
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ing a brighter future for both the children
and their family.
If the intervention program was to be a success, MVF realised it needed to not only
engage the local community, but get them
to challenge their traditional set of values.
To do this, the NGO decided the best way to
capture the locals imagination, was to create a series of informative and entertaining
initiatives – these included street theatre
performances, pada yatras, or street processions through the village, bicycle rallies,
public forums, and door-to-door canvassing.
The street theatre performances were particularly effective, as locals could relate to
songs and plays that were in their local dialect and about real life experiences. These
performances and songs rang true with locals, and villagers explained how they
started to question long-held attitudes towards the role of children in the community
and the importance of education. Many villagers explained that before the intervention, they never asked themselves whether
child labour was right or wrong, or if it negatively impacted the child’s physical and
mental development – they just accepted it
without question.
To get an idea of the size of the region’s
child labour problem and to better understand the context in which the problem occurred, a number of surveys were carried
out. These surveys set out to determine the
number of child labourers in the area, rates
of adult unemployment, wages earned by
child labourers, and incidences of bonded
labour. The survey’s results were presented
at a village meeting attended by all the
stakeholders.
The survey findings came as a shock to the
community’s families, and parents began to
see how pervasive and deep-rooted the
problem was. These statistics convinced
parents that something had to be done, and
many made the bold decision to send their
children to school. Parents had to tighten
their belts, and started budgeting and diversifying their own income sources, so they
could cover any loss of income resulting
from their kids stopping work.
It wasn’t just the children and parents who
talked passionately about the program’s
success, and how it changed their way of
thinking. Surprisingly, some employers
talked about how relieved they were once
the program took off, as they no longer had
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to feel guilt and shame at getting underage
children to do backbreaking jobs. In fact,
some employers were so won over by the
initiative they even sponsored some of the
kids through the Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan education program.
Residential Camps
After the survey’s findings went public, parents enthusiastically joined the program,
volunteering in both schools and a number of
residential camps, or bridging schools, set up
in the region. While children aged from 5-8
could enrol directly into regular school, the
older children needed to go to residential
camps where they learnt the basics so they
could make the smooth transition between
the workplace and formal school. As mentioned previously, MVF insisted that the children be given their education free of charge,
so they bore the entire cost themselves, with
support from sponsoring organisations and
individuals.
Former child workers enrolled in the residential camps talked excitedly about how teachers and camp counsellors took care of them,
and encouraged them to sing and play, something they’d never experienced before. Camp
participants were provided with meals and
learning materials. They were taught selfdiscipline, and subjects like health studies
and personal hygiene which instilled in them a
sense of responsibility, accountability and
dignity. Children explained with a new-found
confidence, how much they looked forward to
the weekly discussion forums where other
students, teachers and counsellors listened to
them and respected their opinions. They also
talked about how the camp encouraged them
to explore and develop skills in their areas of
interest, and also how the relaxed and informal camp environment made it easy to interact openly with teachers and their peers.

“The street
theatre
performances were
particularly
effective, as locals
could relate to
songs and plays
that were in their
local dialect and
about real life
experiences.”

“These statistics
convinced parents
that something
had to be done,
and many made
the bold decision
to send their
children to
school.”

To stop teachers from becoming unmotivated
and ensure they remained effective, MVF ran
regular training sessions encouraging them to
use teaching approaches that were simple,
engaging and informative. Teachers improve
their students reading and writing skills by
using fun, engaging methods, like encouraging
them to narrate their own stories and poems,
and then getting them to write out the stories. Innovative techniques, that entertain
and inform, are also used to teach the kids
maths, science and a number of other important subjects.
The children leave the camps only when they
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are ready to make the transition into mainstream classes appropriate to their age. The
success of some of the former child quarry
workers who have finished the camp speaks
volumes. These boys and girls first joined
the residential camps, then have gone on to
graduate from formal school and vocational
traineeships, and now are employed as
nurses, medical attendants, electricians,
telephone operators, courier agents and in
other well paid professions.
Motivation Centres
Before the kids enrol in the residential
camps, they often go to short term camps
run by MVF. The purpose of these camps is
to convince parents and children, and sometimes employers, of the benefits of sending
kids to school, and also to inform them of
their rights and the available support structures.
Many local schools also host three month
long motivation centres, which is another
MVF-inspired initiative. Supervised and managed by the school principal, teachers and
volunteers the centres are an informal meeting ground for parents and children, to dispel any doubts about taking their kids out of
the workplace and putting them into school.
Forming Local Pressure Groups like the
Youth Forum against Child Labour
MVF has encouraged local villagers to form
their own neighbourhood pressure groups, to
lobby the government harder so they can
tackle acute local issues more seriously. One
such pressure group, called the Youth Forum
for the Elimination of Child Labour, came
about in response to a number of episodes
where children were badly injured, or even
killed, due to workplace accidents. In one
incident a boy injured himself when he
slipped and fell down while washing and
polishing stones in a stone quarry (See
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Suresh’s Story). Another more tragic episode
saw a local 12 year old girl die from pesticide
poisoning while she was working in a cotton
field.
These tragic events galvanised a group of
local youth, many of whom were former child
workers themselves, to form the Youth Forum, which has taken up the cause of local
child workers. Their main objectives include
working hard to raise public awareness and
petitioning government officials and employers to give support to the marginalised and
impoverished community by implementing
poverty mitigation programs and education
improvement initiatives.
Another pressure group pushing for change is
the Child Rights Protection Forum (CRPF),
which has been set up at the village or
panchayat level, and provides a counselling
service for working children and parents. The
forum members are especially active during
public events where they actively campaign
for child rights and other related issues. Both
these groups have taken on the role as regional watchdogs, monitoring businesses to
make sure they don’t employ child labourers.

“Former child
workers enrolled
in the residential
camps talked
excitedly about
how teachers and
camp counsellors
took care of them,
and encouraged
them to sing and
play, something
they’d never
experienced
before.”

Providing Long-term Support after Residential Camps
Also, MVF attempts to give the former child
labourers as much support as possible after
they leave the residential camps, and even
when they graduate from regular school. The
NGO is very conscious that these youth need
as enormous attention if they’re going to
make the successful transition into regular
school and mainstream Indian society. MVF
representatives stress that simply abandoning
the children once they finish the MVF program
goes against the organisation’s core philosophy, and leaves the children with nowhere to
turn.

Employers Deny Hiring Child Labourers
Today local stone quarries and polishing unit operators insist that they are no
longer employing children, but many quarters doubt these claims. With a massive
labour force, and between 400 to 450 lorries hauling loads of stone out of the
quarries on a regular basis, it’s very hard for MVF staff to keep tabs on the age
and number of labourers being engaged in the stone quarries at any one time.
Consequently, verifying or disproving the employers’ claims is almost impossible.

Charminar Palace, Hyderabad. Stone from
Rangareddi’s quarries
have been used to build
the city’s impressive
structures for hundreds
of years.

Regardless of whether these assertions are true, it’s well know that most of the
stone quarry and stone polishing workers come from other districts and states,
like Delhi, Rajasthan and Gujarat.
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Stone Quarry Workers Are Real Victims
Although quarry owners complain about how they have to ante up to pay increasingly
higher wages, and have to work around the growing labour shortage, many feel that
they’re playing the victim while the workers are the real casualties. Workers explain
they’re paid low wages, while quarry owners rake in the profits. Many accuse the
quarry operators of bribing the Department of Mines, who some workers see as the biggest culprit, to undercount the number of lorries transporting stone out of the quarries.
By doing this they can avoid paying government levies on the unaccounted for truck
loads, and pocket the extra profits for themselves.

5 Case Studies of Locals Benefiting from MVF Programs
Case Study 1: Neelamma’s Story - MVF Helps a Widow Put her Daughters into School
Illiterate, unskilled and a widow, Neelamma is 55 years old
and is the mother of four daughters and a son. Belonging to
the non-reserved caste6, Neelamma, her husband and their
family migrated to Karankote from the neighbouring district of Karnataka twenty years ago. When they first arrived in Karankote, her family set up a small hotel, but her
husband developed respiratory and digestive problems, and
tragically died after 15 years. Emotionally and financially
devastated, she had no choice but to shutdown the hotel,
and started working in one of the region’s few major employers, the local stone quarries.
Working from ten in the morning to sunset, her start-off
salary was a meagre IRS 10 (AUD 0.25) a day, and she was
paid on a weekly basis. In later years her daily wages rose,
but not by much. She was paid IRS 30 (AUD 0.73) to sweep
up the waste material piling up in and around the stone
cutting machines, polishing machines. She also helped
carry and load stone onto transport trucks.
Even though she toiled away all day, she couldn’t earn
enough money to pay for food, medicine and shelter, and
also send her children to school. None of her children had
ever been to school, and her six and eight year old daughters joined their mother at the stone quarry, working
alongside her sweeping up the blasted stone chips and
dust, hosing down the floor and equipment, washing and
polishing the stone, running errand jobs, and transporting
small pieces of stone on top of their heads. For this tedious
and backbreaking work the girls were paid an astonishingly
low daily wage of IRS 5 (AUD 0.12) to IRS 6 (AUD 0.15).

Breathing in the potentially deadly silica dust which blasts
out from the cutting equipment, can cause pulmonary diseases like silicosis and tuberculosis (WHO, 2000).
It’s not surprising that Neelamma suffered from respiratory
conditions and nausea. She also contracted malaria, as she
was constantly exposed to damp mosquito infested areas.
But in spite of chronic sickness and physical fatigue, Neelamma and her family continued working at the stone quar-

“Apart from the punishing physical labour, working in the stone-cutting and
polishing units posed other health risks.
Breathing in the potentially deadly silica
dust which blasts out from the cutting
equipment, can cause pulmonary diseases like silicosis and tuberculosis…”
ries, as they had no where else to turn.
During this time, around 1997-1998, a series of surveys
were undertaken by MVF which revealed that 92 underage
child labourers were working at the local stone quarries.
When MVF launched the residential camp program in response to these upsetting statistics, Neelamma decided to
take advantage of the offer for free schooling for her kids.
Even though Neelamma had to forgo a significant part of
the household’s income, she felt that giving her kids an
education would help her entire family in the future.

Apart from the punishing physical labour, working in the
stone-cutting and polishing units posed other health risks.
6

Non-reserved castes consist of the castes that aren’t eligible for reservation status. Reservation status applies to the traditionally marginalised castes such as the Scheduled Tribes and Castes and other backward castes. Theoretically, the central
government of India reserves 27% of government jobs for these groups as a form of affirmative action.
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Taking her daughters out of the stone quarries, she enrolled them in the Alur Camp residential school for a period
of eighteen months. For the first six months her daughters
participated in a bridging course to familiarise them with

“In an attempt to derail MVF’s campaign
to convince parents to put their kids into
school, employers started to spread rumours among the local community that
MVF’s residential camps were really a
front for nefarious activities, and that
the children would be sold off as beggars
or as prostitutes.”
basic knowledge. One year later they were getting ready to
sit for the standard board exam to mainstream them into
regular schools.
Today, Neelamma has managed to send three of her daughters to residential camps, making the transition into regular school. All three of them have gone on to graduate from
tenth class and two of them have now found good jobs in
the cotton spinning mills in Tandur and the district of Guntur, on India’s eastern coast. With two of her daughters
earning IRS 3,000 (AUD 72) a month, or about thirty-fold
their previous salaries, Neelamma was able to leave the
quarries a year ago, and plans to send her other two children to similar residential camps so they can enjoy the
same bright future.
Thinking back to when she first heard about the issue of
child labour, Neelamma explains that her initial reaction
was to laugh and say, “We are sending our children off to
work because there are no alternatives. If you provide us
with alternatives, you’ll see the change”. In an attempt to
derail MVF’s campaign to convince parents to put their kids
into school, employers started to spread rumours among
the local community that MVF’s residential camps were
really a front for nefarious activities, and that the children
would be sold off as beggars or as prostitutes.

Neelamma recounts that some local leaders helped to
spread these rumours, since they too benefited from cheap
child labour, and wanted to maintain the status quo. Consequently, many parents, including Neelamma, treated the
MVF initiatives suspiciously, and tended to steer clear of
them.
But MVF dispelled the myths by joining up with local volunteers and village elders, and visiting parents and children
to tell them what the camps were really about. After about
three to six months of campaigning, MVF convinced parents
to send their kids to school, and enrolments at residential
camps soared. Once camp participants started talking
about how great the camps were, many other parents were
won over, and they decided to enrol their kids in the program too.
Once Neelamma’s girls were enrolled in the MVF camps,
she discovered another great thing about the program –
now she didn’t have to worry about her daughter’s safety,
health or providing them with food and shelter, as the
camps took care of all these affairs.

“Thinking back to when she first heard
about the issue of child labour, Neelamma explains that her initial reaction
was to laugh and say, “We are sending
our children off to work because there
are no alternatives. If you provide us
with alternatives, you’ll see the change”.
While it took some time to admit her first girl, she enrolled
her other two girls almost immediately as soon as she realised that they were learning so much and were in safe
hands. Neelamma talks about how she’s totally changed
her opinion on MVF and the issue of child labour. “Now I
trust MVF”, she explains emotionally, “…the volunteers,
the staff and anybody else championing the cause of child
labour have shown us how to act in a socially acceptable
and sustainable manner. Our lives have totally changed.”

Case Study 2: Neelamma’s Daughters – Jyothi, Arathi and Renuka
Jyothi, Arathi and Renuka are sisters and the daughters of
Neelamma. When their father died they were aged just
four, six and eight years old. Although the eldest daughter
was lucky enough to attend school, the other two didn’t
enjoy the same opportunity. While their father was still
alive managing a small hotel, they used to help him by
running errands, cleaning dishes and the kitchen, helping

prepare meals, and keeping the hotel and surroundings
tidy. Although the family was wasn’t wealthy by any
means, they still lived a relatively good life by Indian standards, and never knew what it felt like it to be hungry.
When tragedy struck, and their father succumbed to his
illnesses, the family found themselves in dire straights
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financially, and had to shutdown their hotel. The entire
family, accept the two youngest, found work at the local
stone quarry labouring up to twelve hours a day in the
harshest conditions. They constantly had to take medicine
to treat a number of different respiratory conditions and
illnesses.

The three sisters recalled how their
mother used to mark out the days they
worked with charcoal on walls of their
house, but these markings never
matched the foreman’s own records,
based on his invented observations.
But with no education and desperate to
keep their jobs, Neelamma, her family
and other disenfranchised workers didn’t openly complain or demand legal
recourse – they just muttered under
their breath when they received their
payments at the injustices being perpetrated against them.
Constantly suffering from illnesses meant that both Neelamma and her daughters had to keep asking for days off,
and the employer used this situation as a pretext for reducing their wages.
After slogging away in the stone-cutting units for a month
employers promised to pay each daughter the paltry wage
of IRS 150 (AUD 3.60), but both Neelamma and her daughters explained that they rarely even got this much. Instead
they expected to take home no more than between IRS 60–
90 (AUD 1.46-2.20) each every month, barely enough to
survive on.

the injustices being perpetrated against them. To make
matters worse, male contractors often skimmed about IRS
30 off their monthly salaries, threatening them if they
went public.
Quarry and stone cutting unit operators also kept workers
on tenterhooks, by constantly hinting that they might let
the workers go, leaving them with no income and no where
else to turn. With their meagre salaries, they could only
afford to eat one meal in the night, but the family also had
two young babies who needed milk and suitable food. Usually they ate jowar rotis, a kind of Indian pancake, with dry
chilli powder, onions or green chilli chutney.
Working in the stone-cutting units took its toll on Neelamma and her young daughters, and their physical health
deteriorated rapidly. Just as the family were at their wit’s
end, MVF volunteers and staff approached them and told
them about the MVF intervention program to get kids back
into school.
As mentioned in the previous section, Neelamma and her
daughters were initially sceptical and wary of the program,
but after some months they decided to give it a go.
While the three eldest daughters went off to the residential camps, Neelamma took care of their younger brother
and sister, and continued to work in the stone quarries.
During festivals and holidays, the children visited home and
told their mother and other parents about camp life. This
feedback had a powerful effect on these parents, and they
agreed to join Neelamma and withdraw their children from
stone quarries, enrolling their boys and girls into the residential camps.

These wages fall far below even the Indian government’s
definition of the poverty line, at IRS 276 a month. Also,
with no formal attendance being taken in the stone cutting
units, the foreman could mark labourers as absent, even if
they actually turned up to work.

“In a period of ten years, Neelamma
and her children have made the incredible journey from being an impoverished
family facing a grim future, to an educated family with bright prospects.
These changes are largely a result of
MVF’s tireless work, and their effective
intervention programs.”

The three sisters recalled how their mother used to mark
out the days they worked with charcoal on walls of their
house, but these markings never matched the foreman’s
own records, based on his invented observations. But with
no education and desperate to keep their jobs, Neelamma,
her family and other disenfranchised workers didn’t openly
complain or demand legal recourse – they just muttered
under their breath when they received their payments at

As mentioned in the previous section, all three sisters
made the successful transition into regular school, making
it all the way to tenth grade. Now two of the sisters have
secured good positions at cotton spinning mills, where one
of them has been trained in electrical equipment maintenance. She’s also taken her younger brother under her
wing, and is helping to educate him before he heads off to
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regular school. The second youngest sister excelled at
school, just completing her final year, year 12. She plans to
get a professional job. The youngest sister is still in residential camp, and she’ll shortly be sitting for the school
board exam so she can enter regular school.

made the incredible journey from being an impoverished
family facing a grim future, to an educated family with
bright prospects. These changes are largely a result of
MVF’s tireless work, and their effective intervention programs.

In a period of ten years, Neelamma and her children have

Case Study 3: The Story of Ramulu
Belonging to the Scheduled Caste (SC) community, Ramulu is the youngest son in a family of five brothers and
two sisters. Since his alcoholic father died when he was
only six years old, his mother, Lalamma, had to take care
of the family, working as an agricultural labourer. At the
age of ten, Ramulu was working alongside most of his
brothers and sisters in the local stone quarries. At around
the same time that MVF were actively campaigning to
promote their intervention program, MVF staff and volunteers approached his mother inviting him to join the boy’s
camp in Darur, Rangareddi district.
By the time his two sisters had reached the age of 14 they
had been married off, and his older brothers were too old
to enrol in the residential camps so his mother decided to
choose Ramulu to send to the camp. He joined the camp
and managed to make the transition into eighth grade
after successfully completing the standard exam. Ramulu
stayed in regular school until tenth grade, when he graduated and then enrolled in an industrial training course.
After successfully finishing this program, he found work at
a private firm at Hyderabad and is now earning a monthly
wage of IRS 5000 (AUD 122) He can now afford to send
money to his family to supplement their income, as well
as make much needed renovations to his house in the
village.
Although Ramulu benefited enormously from the MVF
program, his mother was sorry her other children missed
out on the same opportunity. ‘In the early days these MVF
programs didn’t exist”, she explained regretfully, “…if
they were around before, I wouldn’t have sent my children off to work at the stone quarries and I’m certain
they’d have had better life professionally. They wouldn’t
have been unskilled workers struggling to make ends
meet.” “I feel really bad for my daughters”, she continues sadly, “as I wouldn’t have married them off at such
an early age. But at the time I had no other options.”
Although Lalamma was very aware that her daughters
were only children when she married them off, she couldn’t afford to take care of them herself. Her meagre salary

wasn’t enough, and she spent almost all her time working
in the fields and in the stone quarries. She knew that she
suffered terribly during her own childhood, and she didn’t
want her children to share the same fate. Lalamma desperately wanted to educate her children, but the family’s
income was just enough to keep everyone from starving,
even when they spent all their time slogging away in the
fields and in the stone quarries.

‘In the early days these MVF programs
didn’t exist”, she explained regretfully,
“…if they were around before, I wouldn’t have sent my children off to work at
the stone quarries and I’m certain
they’d have had better life professionally. They wouldn’t have been unskilled
workers struggling to make ends meet.”
Ramulu’s mother talks about the constant dilemma facing
the community’s mothers. She explained, “With no other
ways to earn money, and no way to give my children an
education and guarantee their future, we were forced
send our kids to work, and their jobs were often very
dangerous. Accidents are always happening on the work
sites, but there are no safety regulations or first aid facilities. When someone’s injured, they allowed off for a
while and the incident is hushed up. Usually children get
injured a lot more than the adults, too.”
Generally children are much more susceptible to falling
sick or getting injured in the dusty, hazardous conditions.
Potentially deadly silica dust can cause severe respiratory
diseases, and dangerous equipment can cause accidents.
Often children don’t have the maturity or quick reflexes
needed to avoid workplace incidents, and the dust gets in
workers’ eyes making it even more precarious. In many
cases, the child labourers’ entire wages goes towards
paying off their medical bills.
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Case Study 4: The Story of Pramila
Twenty-three years old and now trained in nursing,
Pramila, like Ramulu, belongs to a Scheduled Caste family.
She has three elder sisters and two younger brothers, and
her father used to work in a locally-based pharmaceutical
company. Years ago, an outbreak of labour unrest resulting from infighting and corruption amongst management
saw several employees lose their jobs, including Pramila’s
father. The household’s breadwinner was now jobless, so
Pramila’s mother, Pramila and her three sisters, aged from
seven to twelve, had to find work in the stone quarries to
keep the family from starving. The children hadn’t ever
worked in harsh conditions like this, and they were constantly getting sick. Struggling to survive, the family just
managed to eke out an existence on the paltry household
income.
Like the previous three stories, just as things couldn’t be
worse for Pramila’s family, MVF approached her parents
and convinced them to send their children to residential
camps. Both the parents agreed to send three daughters to
the camp, and all of them had completed the bridging
courses and gained admittance into formal school after
only eighteen months. With the success of her first three
daughters, Pramila didn’t hesitate to send her final daughter off to the camp.
After graduating from formal school, the two oldest sisters
completed vocational courses in office maintenance, and
quickly found jobs. They started sending money back
home, and almost immediately the family’s financial situation improved. With three sisters being taken care of at
the residential camps, the family averted a financial disaster that would have plunged them into the deepest poverty. With remittances coming from the three daughters,
Pramila’s mother quit working at the stone quarry, where
the work was almost intolerable, and invested the extra
cash into setting up a small shop with her husband.
Gradually the business took off, and they saved up enough
money to put young boys straight into formal school. By
this time Pramila and her other sister had successfully
completed regular school and had enrolled in nursing
courses. Today, both Pramila and her sister have completed the nursing course, and while her sister found a job
as a nurse in a local private hospital, Pramila plans to start
work at a private clinic so she can gain more experience.
Even though Pramila’s relatives felt that the MVF program
was a bad idea, and tried to persuade her parents not to
enrol her sisters and her, they stuck to their guns and did
it anyway. Now Pramila’s parents say it was the best thing
they could have done, and it marks a turning point in the
family’s life. Now all their children have an education or

are presently at schools, and their futures are assured.
Also, with good jobs, it was easy to marry off the two
oldest sisters to stable, wealthy families, a terrific advantage in Indian society where dowries are so important to a
family’s future.

“Although reluctant at first, and going
against her extended family’s advice,
she has no doubt that she made the
right decision. She also explained how
sending her kids to residential camp
lifted an enormous burden off her
shoulders.”
Pramila’s mother explained that even the family had borrowed money, their situation wouldn’t have improved, but
rather they would have become mired deeper in poverty
and indebtedness.
The MVF intervention, she stressed, was the only thing
that could have helped the family, because it gave her
children knowledge and skills, the only tools that can
break the poverty cycle.
Although reluctant at first, and going against her extended
family’s advice, she has no doubt that she made the right
decision. She also explained how sending her kids to residential camp lifted an enormous burden off her shoulders.
“All together four of my children have spent seventy two
months, or six years in the camp”, she calculates.
“There’s no way I could have taken care of them for that
long. I simply didn’t have the money or the time to take

“All together four of my children have
spent seventy two months, or six years
in the camp”, she calculates. “There’s
no way I could have taken care of them
for that long. I simply didn’t have the
money or the time to take on that tremendous responsibility. I know my relatives felt I made the wrong decision.
But I know they couldn’t have done it
either. ”
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on that tremendous responsibility. I know my relatives felt
I made the wrong decision. But I know they couldn’t have
done it either.”
“Besides, it all went by so quickly,” she continues, “…and
without any hassles.” Pramila’s mother is almost speech-

less when asked to describe her feelings about MVF and
their education program. “MVF has changed my children’s
lives”, she explains “…and my own, and now my family’s
future looks great. I thank them from the bottom of my
heart.”

Case Study 5: The Story of Ramulu
Twelve year old Suresh, a member of the Vaddera caste7,
often accompanies his parents to the local stone quarries.
Deeply indebted to the quarry owner after taking out several loans, the entire family has to work to help pay-off the
debts. Suresh did all kinds of jobs in the quarry, including
extremely precarious ones, so it wasn’t surprising that one
day, he slipped and fell into a quarry pit, landing and
smashing his head on a large pile of polished stones.

front. With the quarry owners denying responsibility, and
hospital staff showing complete indifference, Suresh’s parents asked MVF to take up his cause. When MVF agreed to
represent Suresh, the quarry owners started to back pedal,
and admitted that they were partially responsible for the
accident. They tried to pacify the parents by offering a tiny
sum as compensation, which didn’t even cover the cost of
getting from the village of Tandur to the hospital in Hyderabad.
Supported by community-raised funds and armed with an
official accident report coerced from a disinterested police
office, MVF took Suresh back to Hyderabad hospital, demanding that the doctors admit him for treatment. After
nearly six months in hospital, Suresh has made some progress, but his condition is still critical. Although he has
regained the ability to move, he forgets things easily, and
has severely reduced mental abilities. With a mental age
significantly lower than his actual age, Suresh, sadly, has a
slim chance of ever attending school.

Local children help MVF promote their campaign to
eradicate child labour in Rangareddi.

He sustained serious head injuries, but, amazingly, the
quarry had no medical facilities, or even a basic first aid
kit. A group of nearby labourers ran to Suresh’s side, tied
wet shreds of cloth around his head, and rushed him to the
nearest medical clinic. Doctors knew immediately that
Suresh needed urgent medical attention, and they transported him to a better-equipped government hospital in
Hyderabad.
But hospital staff refused to treat Suresh until his parents
presented a police report and paid his medical bills up

“With the quarry owners denying responsibility, and hospital staff showing complete indifference, Suresh’s parents
asked MVF to take up his cause. When
MVF agreed to represent Suresh, the
quarry owners started to back pedal,
and admitted that they were partially
responsible for the accident. They tried
to pacify the parents by offering a tiny
sum as compensation, which didn’t even
cover the cost of getting from the village
of Tandur to the hospital in Hyderabad.”

7

Vaddera is a sub-caste of the Boyar caste, also spelled boya ( = Hunter). The Boyar community constitutes the Nonorthodox Kshatriya or warrior class of India. They are all believed to have originated from an ancient people called Kirata.
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Case Studies Reflect Dismal Treatment of Quarry Workers by Owners
The above stories expose the dismal treatment of workers by the quarry owners, also
known as Sait or rich men. By far, most cases of workplace accidents in the stone quarries are sidelined, or even worse, are covered up, and rarely, if ever, is any compensation paid out to workers injured in the quarries. Even when a labourer has a fatal accident in the stone quarries, owners don’t always compensate the aggrieved families.

Conclusion
It’s clear from these case studies, that MVF’s ceaseless work has
changed so many lives across the region of Rangareddi, bringing new
hope to children who faced a bleak future. With no legal representation or unions representing their cause, these marginalised community’s children were forced to toil away in hazardous jobs, risking their
lives and suffering intolerable physical and mental hardship.
As Neelamma explained in the first story, a decade ago the region’s
impoverished and disenfranchised communities had no viable alternatives to sending their children off to work. Children as young as five
toiled away alongside their families to supplement the meagre household incomes, making just enough money to pay for ramshackle shelter
and maybe one or two simple meals a day. It was unthinkable that
these families would ever be able to afford to give their kids an education, and besides, deeply entrenched traditional values dismissed
schools as a waste of time and counterproductive.

Child labourers in a stone quarry somewhere in India. Courtesy of Chris Harrop.

Ten years on, and the situation has changed dramatically. Even though some reports claim that a few migrant worker families continue to send their children to work at the stone quarries, by and large, most children have stopped working.
Thanks to the MVF programs, most kids are now being sent to residential camps or straight to local regular schools.
This study shows, beyond doubt, that MVF’s interventions have been resounding success, largely due to the unique and
inclusive approach that the organisation integrated into its overall strategy. Only in this way has MVF been able to effectively drive home its message of the importance of education and the negative impacts of child labour, convincing parents
to break away from age old attitudes, and send their kids to schools. Some of the reasons for the intervention’s enormous
success are:

• By getting all the stakeholders on board from the program’s inception, and focusing on consensus-building and collaborative problem-solving, MVF gained the community’s trust quickly, giving them a sense of ownership in the program.

• The child labour problem is universally identified by any society or community as a social problem and, as such, a culturally and socioeconomically sensitive approach needs to be adopted when developing mitigation strategies. For this
reason, MVF worked hard to reshape the local community’s way of thinking by making education a societal norm – by
no means an easy task.

• By winning over tremendous support, MVF was able to attract many volunteers, who championed the cause, acting as a
link between the community and the organisation, and a catalyst for change. This grassroots approach helped to gain
the community’s trust, and by recruiting local former child workers who had already completed the program to counsel
kids and parents, the community could learn firsthand about the benefits of joining the program.

• MVF also used novel and entertaining ways to promote their cause, like street plays and songs in the local dialect, and
rallies. This public awareness campaign rang true with locals.

• Getting the entire community involved in running the MVF initiated residential camps, gave locals a sense of ownership
over the camps, and encouraging graduating camp participants to go out and talk about the benefits of the camps convinced many sceptical parents that the camps were a good idea.
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• MVF worked hard to involve the teachers in every phase of the program’s development, encouraging them to give input. The
organisation also made sure the teachers were given adequate training and were kept motivated in attempt to curb the notoriously high teacher absence rates at local schools.

• MVF supported existing structures and institutions, working with them to ensure the program’s success.
This study shows that MVF’s intervention programs have had a dramatic effect on the communities of Tandur and Karankote,
particularly the working children. The unquestionable success of this campaign augurs well for similar intervention programs
across India and the developing world, and there’s little doubt that these initiatives can be used as a model for other child labour mitigation initiatives worldwide. Few would argue that giving youth a good education – along with ensuring political stability, health and nutrition – is one of the best ways of lifting marginalised and impoverished communities out of poverty.
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